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LIFESTYLE - Travel   
Amazing Hotels of the World (26 x 30 mins) HDTV The majesty and mystery of the world's great 
hotels. 
 
Fantastic Festivals of the World (29 x 60 mins) HDTV  Visits fascinating festivals all around the 
world incl Spain, New Zealand, Japan, New Guinea, India and the USA. Experience the festival and the 

local culture in beautiful HDTV. 
 
Historic Hotels of America (34 x 30 mins) Produced in cooperation with the National Trust for Historic Preservation 
and shot entirely on location throughout the US, this series features some of the most prestigious and important hotels in 
the nation. Each program highlights the facilities and history of the hotel as well as it's cuisine. 
 
India: Love & Devotion (60 mins) Following the ancient silk roads from the source of the Ganges in the Himalayan 
Mountains to the vast enchanting Rajastani desert, experience the rituals and colorful festivals that animate the rich 
spiritual and cultural heritage of India. 

 
Inn Country USA (67 x 30 mins) This series focuses on the finest upscale Country Inns and B&Bs in the USA. Tour the 
inns, meet the inn-keepers and chefs and learn their best recipes.   
 
Get Out! (69 x 30 mins) The Get Out team is on a mission to capture the coolest spots on the planet. From 
nature to nightlife, Get Out gets you there. So catch some rays - and crash parties - with television's hottest travel 
experience.    
 
Great American Festivals (3 x 60 mins) HDTV Travel the US and visit the most exciting festivals around, 
meeting the people and learning the history that makes these celebrations truly one of a kind.  
 
Living Landscapes (9 x 60 mins) HDTV The world’s most inspiring natural environments come to life 
through the magic of High Definition video and 5.1 surround sound.   
 
Natural Wonders of New Zealand (45 mins) Magnificent pictures portray a wonderland of nature. Whalewatch at 
Kaikoura, climb Mt Ruapehu, dive at the Poor Knight Islands, fly over White Island volcano and Franz Josef Glacier. 
Mountains, geysers, forests, lakes and wildlife are all featured. (English or German)  
 

New Europe - The Baltic States (3 x 30 mins) Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia. Discover the beauty of a new 
Europe hidden for half a century behind the Iron Curtain. 
 
New Zealand – Land of the Long White Cloud (60 mins) HDTV (Presales) A thrilling 
aerial journey over New Zealand – it’s spectacular mountains and glaciers, endless beaches, 
sparkling blue waters and emerald green forests. 
 
Postcards from Oz (13 x 30 mins) An award-winning travel series through the unique, wild and 

rugged landscape of Western Australia. 
 
The Best of California (26 x 30 mins) Fast-paced magazine-style travel series exploring 
the Golden State’s natural wonders, icons and landmarks, scenic drives and outdoor adventures. 
  
The Golf & Travel Show (13 x 30 mins) brings golf and travel together in a magazine style series 

that takes viewers to some of the finest courses and resorts in the US and interviews such golfing greats as Jack 
Nicklaus and Nick Faldo.  
 
LIFESTYLE - Cooking & Wine 
Best of Taste - Travels with John Sarich (93 x 30 mins) An exciting lifestyle series shot entirely on 
location, hosted by celebrity chef John Sarich and featuring delicious food and wine at beautiful and exotic 
locations all over the world.  
 
Campfire Café (91 x 30 mins) Alabama native Johnny Nix shares tips, techniques and recipes for delicious 

meals outdoors. A blacksmith and farrier by trade, Johnny prepares traditional cowboy/pioneer cooking in cast 
iron Dutch ovens over an open fire. 
 
Cucina Amore with Nick Stellino (143 x 30 mins) Three PBS series from the entertaining and charismatic 
native Sicilian Nick Stellino preparing the dishes of his family and childhood.  
  
The Chefs of Cucina Amore (26 x 30 mins) Italian cooking experts Faith Willinger, Nancy Harmon  Jenkins, Joe Simone and Nick 
Malgieri share their expertise with host, actor and cookbook author Vincent Schiavelli.  
 

More programming online at www.johnmcleanmedia.com 



Cucina Amore (26 x 30 mins) Hosts Johnny Carrabba and Damian Mandola serve up traditional Italian cooking with a 
delicious Texas flair! Cucina Sicilia (13 x 30 mins) In their second season, Johnny and Damian feature Sicilian classics. 
They share all the cooking secrets of their Sicilian roots along with a dose of pure Texas fun. Cucina Toscana (13 x 30 
mins) Johnny and Damian feature Tuscan food classics.  
 
Food Discovery (6 x 25 mins) International chef Sonja Lee visits France, Argentina, Italy, Morocco, England and    
Norway to investigate the origins of great food in stunning locations. 

 
Graham Kerr’s Kitchen (78 x 30 mins) The former Galloping Gourmet and “father of television 
cooking shows” Graham Kerr revolutionized healthy cooking with his Minimax principle (minimum fat 
– maximum flavor) on US PBS. 
 
Italian Cooking & Living (22 x 30 mins) Explores Italy with the expertise of an insider. Enthusi-
astic host, Paolo Villoresi, guides viewers through the cuisine, culture and traditions of different  
regions and cities throughout this enchanting country.  
 
Low Carb Cookworx (26 x 30 mins) HDTV Husband and wife physicians Drs Michael and Mary 
Dan Eades, blend their passion for cooking, love of great food and unrivaled expertise of nutrition 
and weight loss in a dynamic 30-minute series. (Not available for US broadcast) . 
 
Masterchef USA (26 x 30 mins) Amateur cooks, selected from regional contests, compete for the 
honor of being judged “the best amateur cook in the USA”.  Based on the successful BBC series and hosted by British 
chef Gary Rhodes with weekly US celebrity guests incl Robyn Leach, Jacques Pepin, Donna Mills, B Smith & Madhur 
Jaffrey. 
 
Nick Stellino’s Family Kitchen (65 x 30 mins) Italian chef Nick Stellino invites viewers to savor the pleasures of 
the kitchen and the family table as he shares his love of family and good food, demonstrating innovative yet easy-to-
prepare culinary creations that evoke the traditions of his native Sicily.  
 
Planet Vinous (13 x 30 mins) HDTV Visit the great wine regions of the world, enjoy the food and local travel   
information with English host Bill Hermitage. 
 

Crush (6 x 30 mins) Fine wine and food from the spectacular South West region of Western Australia. 
 
LIFESTYLE - Issues 
Leadership by the Book (13 x 30 mins) Ken Blanchard, author of “The One Minute Manager” and a 
leading business consultant, talks to business leaders about living out their values and faith in the work-
place.  
 
Midpoint (13 x 30 mins) Exploring the social, emotional and spiritual aspects of important issues such as 
childbirth, osteoporosis, fitness, cosmetic surgery and anorexia through the stories of individuals.  
 
The Evidence (26 x 30 mins) is a newsmagazine/docudrama television series that investigates the possibility of God in all its    
expressions. Through interviews, The Evidence bridges the gap between science and        
theology, between ritual and the human heart. 
 
SPORTS EXERCISE & PASTIMES  

Cannonball Bike Run (60 mins) HDTV The first ever Cannonball Bike Run was a mad dash around Europe that 
brought  together motorbike enthusiasts from around the world to ride and party hard.  

 
Cannonball Run Europe (60 mins) HDTV An exhilarating fast-paced car 
rally across Europe featuring stunning cars,  magnificent scenery and lavish parties is not 
to be missed.  
 
Car Show TV (13 x 30 mins) & Car Show DVD (4 DVD set) The show about American      
Custom and Classic Cars and the people who love them. 

 
Driving Tomorrow - The 38th Tokyo Motor Show (48 mins) HDTV Manufacturers save their most impor-
tant premieres and concept cars for October's biannual Tokyo show.  
 
Fit360 (75 min DVD) Taekwando Olympic Gold Medalist and World Champion Steven Lopez integrates key 
aspects of yoga, Pilates, functional strength conditioning and other movement disciplines to provide a simple yet 
efficient way to optimize total performance and appearance. 
 
Fly Fish TV (26 x 30 mins) Viewers participate in one-on-one fishing lessons visiting spectacular angling   
destinations and fascinating demos with top experts in the field. 

  
Frocks Off (12 x 4 mins or 1 x 60 mins)  An Australian SBS series about 
the stories of women - prominent women, indigenous women, even 
women who were born men - as they relate to the most important dress 
they own. (Format rights available) 
 
Garden Smart (180 x 30mins) Successful PBS gardening series with 
new host Charlie Nardozzi for gardeners of all kinds – from the occasional 
to the hardcore. 

 
More programming online at www.johnmcleanmedia.com 



Good Time Golf (19 x 30 mins) HDTV Hosts take viewers to North America’s most exciting and spectacular golf 
courses: Arizona, Vancouver, San Diego, Utah, Texas and everywhere in between! Good Time Golf Gals (13 x 30 
mins) HDTV A group of women travel to golf courses in search of fun, adventure and affordability, meeting people, 
finding delicious food, great sights and attractions. (Presales) Good Time Golf Tips (26 x 2 mins) & Good Time 
Golf Exercise (26 x 2 mins) HDTV  Interstitial programs featuring hints on golf play and keeping fit for the game. 
 
Oriental Martial Arts (10 x 60 mins) HDTV Featuring Wushu (China), Karate (Japan), Muay Thai (Thailand), Vo 
Dao (Vietnam), Silat (Malaysia), Arnis (Philippines), Takkyon, Sunmudo, Kichunmun and Sip Pal Gi (Korea). 
 
Kardio Knockout (65 x 30 mins) A dynamic and engaging daily fitness program that focuses on the mind and 
body connection. Shot on location in Aruba this series combines health and well being info with an aerobic workout 
that takes viewers through basic fitness techniques, trend setting workouts and life style tips. Also available for DVD. 
 
Latitudes and Attitudes (39 x 30 mins) Based on the international print magazine, highlighting real people 
cruising on their own boats in some of the most beautiful waters of the world. 

 
Second Opinion (39 x 30 mins) PBS series featuring medical professionals engaged in honest, in-
depth and revealing discussions about life-changing medical decisions using intriguing, real-life 
scenarios to raise the level of public understanding and providing access to accurate medical 
information. 
 
Sentimental Living (26 x 30 mins) Host designer and decorator Alda Ellis offers Southern hospitality 
and style that makes a house a home, sharing her inspiring ideas that please the senses and exemplify 
gracious hospitality in the  garden, in homes and at the table. 

 
Shaka – Surfing the World (13 x 30 mins) HDTV A travelogue featuring the best surfing destinations around 
the world—from California to South America, Hawaii, the South Pacific, Asia, the Caribbean and Europe.  
 
Simply Painting (207 x 30 mins) One of Ireland's most popular artists, Frank Clarke, introduces students to the 
basics of watercolors, acrylics and the joy of painting.  Visits to exotic and picturesque spots are followed by studio 
lessons in this PBS series. 
  

The Cutting Edge (3 DVD Series) US Olympic Gold Medalist and World Champion Steven Lopez and the Lopez family 
introduce the next generation of Taekwando Training. 
 
The Scott Martin Challenge (26 x 30 mins) Featuring one of the brightest young stars in pro fishing in a fast-paced 
one-on-one competition with other top pro anglers. Aggressive editing and graphics along with great insider tips 
make this the hot new bass show to catch.  
 

The Vintage Vehicle Show (39 x 30 mins) The best television coverage of all aspects of the classic, 
custom and hot rod car hobby at some of the best car shows, museums, private collections and restoration 
facilities on the US’s West Coast. Hosted by Lance Lambert. 
  
XCW  Wrestling (26 x 30 mins Ongoing) High-flying, high-energy, high-impact  professional wrestling at 
its best! A perfect mix of classic wrestling, smack talking and over the top moves. Airing on TVN in the 
USA. 

 
FEATURE FILM 
A Relative Thing (102 mins) Returning for one last visit with their ailing grandmother, a long-
dysfunctional group of adult siblings uncovers secrets and finds new truths as they rediscover the 
importance and the warmth of family. Film festival award winner. 
 
MUSIC 
Fearless Music TV (Ongoing x 30 mins) HDTV From New York City, taped live studio 
performances of local and international bands showcasing the most cutting edge acts in the modern 

rock movement. 
 
Gospel Superfest - GSF Backstage Pass (26 x 30 mins) America's top Gospel Music Industry 
names with highly energetic black gospel performances in a wide range of musical expressions from 
traditional, hip-hop, contemporary, quartet and CCM styles.  (Also 8 x 60 minute specials)  
 

CHILDREN  
Alphabet Animals (26 x 15 mins) A fascinating, funny and educational 
live-action series featuring a variety of wild and domestic animals to 
delight kids, their parents and teachers. 
 

Biggy Big English (12 x 30 mins)  Animated/flash/live action English language learning series for children 
4 – 7 years old. Broadcast, home video & DVD rights available. 
 
 Real Wheels (26 x 30 mins) all kinds of fascinating vehicles from the multimillion selling children’s home video 
series now available for television. Winner of Telly, Parents Choice and Dove Foundation awards.  
  
Super Talk Talk (12 x 30 mins)  Animated/flash/live  action English language learning series for children 4 – 7 
years old. Broadcast, home video & DVD rights available. 

 
The Soccer Academy (13 x 30 mins) A spunky and energetic series designed for youth soccer enthusiasts.  It is lively, vivacious 
and upbeat with soccer tips, trivia, pro soccer clips to capture and maintain the attention of its target audience: children and teens 
between the ages of 8 and 14. 



DOCUMENTARIES 
Cascadia: The Hidden Fire (60 mins) From the bottom of the ocean to high tech satellites; from historic and   
revealing clues in Alaska and Japan to dramatic Native American stories, Cascadia uncovers a hidden and dangerous 
story: this region with over 12 million residents is capable of creating some of the greatest earthquakes on earth.  
 
Chihuly at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew (60 mins) For his first botanical  garden exhibition outside of the 
US, world  famous glass artist Dale Chihuly indulges his perpetual fascination with glasshouses by installing an   
elaborate collection of glass at Kew Gardens, London. Chihuly Gardens & Glass (60 mins) World famous artist 
Dale Chihuly’s decades of exploring the relationship of glass and nature reach a zenith at Chicago’s historic Garfield 

Park Conservatory. Go behind the scenes as Chihuly and his team create and install glass sculptures among the plants at the    
revitalized urban conservatory. Chihuly at the V&A (60 mins) “The most famous glass artist since Tiffany” at work for his first UK 
exhibition at London’s V & A Museum to create beautiful small pieces and monumental installations expanding 
the boundaries of glass art. Also: Dale Chihuly (7 x 30 mins), River of Glass (90 mins) and Chihuly and the 
Masters of Venice (60 mins)  
 
The Digital Dump: Exporting Reuse and Abuse to Africa (30 mins) Exposes the ugly underbelly of 
what is thought to be an escalating global trade in toxic, obsolete, discarded computers and other e-scrap      
collected in North America and Europe and sent to developing countries by waste brokers and so-called        
recyclers. 
 
Emma's Gifts (46 mins) Emma was born with Down syndrome which makes her different from her twin sister, 
Abigale. Our expectations are automatically lowered. Yet at age 3, Emma’s reading ability defies society’s 
stereotype of low expectations. 
 
Healing the Gray People (60 mins) Road/traffic accident victims in third world countries are often in traction 
for up to 3 years or suffer amputation. With a  SIGN Implant, these  patients can be up and walking within 3 days. 
 
Journey Towards Creation (60 mins) Exploring the astronomical evidence for a universe that is meticulously        
fine-tuned for the benefit of human life, astronomer Dr Hugh Ross whisks viewers through the solar system, past 
stars, galaxies and quasars - all the way back to the moment when light fist sprang from the darkness. 
 
Junkyard to Finish Line (76 mins) La Carrera Pan Americana draws road rally enthusiasts from all over the 
world to dare the rugged beauty that is Mexico. Mike Anderson rescues a 1954 Mercury from the junkyard to have 
a try. 
 

Message in a Bubble (60 mins) The rise and fall of the New Economy and the people who risked it all on the Web. 
From Internet mania to today's sobering landscape of dot-com burn-outs, the past 2 years have provided an            
unparalleled view of the American dream at its most noble as well as its most greedy. 
 
Life and Death on the River Ganges (50 mins) A  comprehensive documentary that explores India’s religious, 
philosophical and spiritual traditions along the banks of the Ganges River. 
 

Out West (60 mins) focusing on the ordinary lives and personal experiences of common 
people pioneering the American West from the early 1860s till the turn of the century. 
 
Pola’s March (60 mins) An inspirational documentary film that chronicles Holocaust  survi-
vor Pola Susswein's emotional journey back to Poland. 
 
Portrait of a Serial Arsonist - The Paul Keller Story (48 mins) The intense investigation to catch the most 
terrifying serial arsonist in US history. Witness the dilemma his family faced when confronted with the evidence against 
their son responsible for nearly 100 fires, $35 million in carnage and 3 deaths. Basis for the CBS movie-of-the-week, 

"Not Our Son" and featured on Dateline NBC. 
 
Salt (60 mins) A unique slice of American life through the eyes of 3 generations of an amateur car building family who have 
traveled to the Bonneville salt flats in Utah for over 50 years to test the merits of their mechanical skills and their endurance 
for speed. 
 
South Africa’s Great Sardine Run (60 mins) Every year, vast shoals of sardine fish congregate along the African 
coast bringing with them sharks, whales, dolphins, seabirds and humans in a natural historical event unlike any other.  
 

Supercomputing (30 mins) Host Rick Chavez explores the  explosive growth of supercomputing, using real-world 
examples of how the technology is being utilized by leading researchers, scientists, engineers and educators from the 
United States, Canada, England and Sweden.  
 
The Fire Below Us - Remembering Mt St Helens (68 mins) On May 18, 1980, Mount St. Helens exploded with-
out warning. This award-winning program features spectacular disaster footage, survival reenactments and eye-witness   
accounts of the US’s greatest natural disaster. 
 
Time Frenzy (60 mins) Exploring the social and ethical ramifications of our increasingly fast-paced lives and, in the  
process, examining the impact of technology on personal relationships, education, health and the environment. 

 
Tour Diaries (30 mins) Two American cyclists follow the final stages of the Tour de France 
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